**EGR Pressure Sensor**

**LINE EXTENSION**

Direct replacement EGR pressure feedback sensor matches the fit and function of the original part on specified vehicles

- Manufactured from quality materials for durability
- Uses a factory style plug for easy installation

**904-8036**

Volvo 2018-13

OE Numbers: 20930137, 21304786, 22181342

---

**Variable Pressure Output Device**

**NEW**

Direct replacement variable pressure output device is engineered to precisely match the fit and function of the original part on specified vehicles

- Features a factory-style electrical connector for a plug-and-play installation

**904-5202**

Detroit Diesel Series 60 2010-03

OE Numbers: 23536834, R23536834

---

**Exhaust Pipe Bellow**

**NOW 25+ SKUS AVAILABLE**

Direct replacement exhaust flex pipe matches the fit and function of the original pipe to prevent exhaust leaks that result in lost engine efficiency

- Engineered in North America and made with durable materials for reliability and long service life
- Includes hardware required for a complete replacement

**674-5605**

Caterpillar C13, C11 2015-07

OE Numbers: 2432531

---

**ABS Wheel Speed Sensor**

**NOW 45+ SKUS AVAILABLE**

Direct replacement ABS wheel speed sensor matches the fit and function of an original equipment sensor

- Durable construction is made from quality materials to ensure a reliable repair and a long service life
- Wiring harness included

**970-5211**

Chevrolet 2010-07, GMC 2010-07, Isuzu 2010-07

OE Numbers: 8980061840, 8962193910

---

**Headlight Bulb Cap**

**LINE EXTENSION**

Direct replacement headlight bulb cap matches the fit and function of the original part

- Made of quality materials to seal out dust and moisture
- Preserves the integrity of the headlight assembly when the original part is missing or damaged

**888-5901**


OE Numbers: 85124797

---

All products available starting October 2020. Get more details at dormanhdsolutions.com